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Walk starts at Hampton-in-Arden station, B92 0BJ. Can also start from Bulls Head in 

Barston (from ⑤) where you can enjoy refreshments (call 01675 442830 to book and for 

permission to park). 

1. From the station cross the road into Old Station Road and after about 200m look for 

overgrown footpath on right between houses. Go thru kissing gate into field and 

continue on this heading and thru a succession of back gardens and a couple of gates 

and shortly after passing a group of comical gnomes the path turns right between 

houses and exits via a stile onto Meriden Road. Cross road and turn left for about 

120m and take footpath between houses. Follow this footpath as it bears right 

between mature houses and new builds to exit via kissing gate onto The Crescent and 

go straight across to join drive to a bridge over the railway. Turn left and join path 

along boundary between field and the London to Birmingham railway line for two 

fields then go right under the railway, cross a stile and turn left into Marsh Lane and 

follow this thru the nature reserve on an elevated walkway, crossing the Packhorse 

Bridge, and continue along the line of Marsh Lane to its junction with Windmill Farm 

Drive. Continue ahead to stile and follow heading to another stile then follow left-

hand field boundary to end of field then turn right to a stile in corner. Follow right-

hand field boundary to another stile then exit via stile onto Marsh House Farm Lane. 

2. Cross over lane to stile opposite and follow right-hand field boundary, passing farm 

buildings on your left and continue on this heading along next field to exit via stile. 

Cross over Bradnocks Marsh Lane and go up drive opposite passing between buildings 

to a stile and footpath between fences to another stile. Follow footpath as it turns 

right then left and along field boundaries to kissing gate and follow left-hand wood to 

stile then the footpath goes diagonally left across next field to far corner (at time of 

survey due to crops it was easier to go left then right along hedge boundaries). Cross 

stile and plank bridge across ditch and turn right along Wootton Lane for about 60m 

and take stile on your left, which is to the right of a metal farm gate. Follow right-hand 

field boundary and maintain heading thru kissing gate and pass Wootton Grange on 

your left. Pass thru kissing gate and follow left-hand field boundary and another 

kissing gate and immediately after take waymarked path (Millennium Way) right to 

bottom of field and kissing gate then follow left-hand field boundary to path 

crossroads and continue straight ahead. 

3. Go down field to find bottom left stile and then go ahead across field taking mid-field 

bridge to exit field by stile. Proceed ahead across next two fields with hedge on your 

right and exit via (optional stile) onto Balsall Street. Turn left and cross the road when 

it is safe and just before the Ye Olde Saracen’s Head pub turn right into Magpie Lane. 

Just after the first house on your right take kissing gate and follow path around farm 

then along left-hand hedge boundary to another kissing gate onto Magpie Lane, again! 

Turn left along lane and after about 80m go thru open gateway or if closed cross stile. 

(A deviation of a further 80m beyond this stile brings you to Magpie Farm, with a close-

set studded two-storied north wing dating from c. 1560). Follow right-hand field hedge 

to reach an open field and go straight across the centre to footbridge. Continue ahead 
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across next field to stile then along track ahead to short length of hedge and stile. 

Continue ahead on this heading following left-hand hedge boundary and under power 

lines to corner gap. 

4. Here a path crossroads is reached and you leave the Millennium Way by taking the 

stile immediately on your right to continue along the right-hand field boundary 

comprising a hedge then trees and passing under the same set of power lines and exit 

onto B4101 Balsall Street via a stile. Cross the road with care and take stile opposite 

and follow clearly defined path across a large field. Upon reaching waymarker post by 

River Blythe bear right keeping the river on your left. Upon reaching next waymarker, 

cross over footbridge to next field to go a quarter right to field gap then follow left-

hand field boundary to wooden kissing gate. Turn left and through another wooden 

kissing gate into churchyard of St Swithin’s, keeping the church to your right, and exit 

onto Barston Lane. 

5. Turn left along lane past the Bulls Head (alternatively take a break for refreshments) 

and then right into Oak Lane for 100m and take footpath left between houses. Follow 

the well-defined footpath across the middle of two fields to a footbridge amongst 

some trees then diagonally left across a field and left along a track and almost 

immediately right. Proceed along track until Walsal End is reached, go thru gate and 

along drive, briefly left then take gate right and along the track ahead, on the same 

heading. Continue along this track as it swings half left to a row of houses and take 

partly tarred footpath right. Follow left-hand field boundary to hedge gap then 

maintain heading across middle of field and join farm track ahead then path along 

right-hand field boundary to a footbridge. Continue along right-hand field boundary 

to field gap with redundant kissing gate then a second field gap ahead and follow right-

hand field boundary up the field. At the top turn right along path between hedges that 

exits onto Belle Vue Terrace and continue to road junction, by the Six Bells, with High 

Street and turn right. Cross over Marsh Lane and continue down High Street until you 

reach the station. 

 

 

13.5 km (8.4 miles) 25 stiles 

Iain Wells. Surveyed 2nd September, 2020 
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